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Scaling will continue in the short term but 
with reduced economic viability
• Innovative silicon processing 

techniques will push down 
geometry of features

• Manufacturing cost per gate may 
not be dropping as we are used to

• Variability, power and yield 
limitations will affect cost of 
designs
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Energy consumption will force architectures 
to compromise in area and/or performance

• Fast and small: good if energy is free

• Slow and large: good if area is free

• Optimum solution determined by 
cost of energy and cost of area
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Chang et al, Proc. IEEE, Feb. 2010



Innovation in hardware must be directed towards 
helping software combat data movement problem

• 3D packaging

• Photonics

• Function specialization

• Use of non-volatile memory

• Accurate and timely prefetching

• Processing near memory/storage

• Remote memory transactions
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Kestor et al, Workshop on Modeling & Simulation of 
Systems and Applications, 2014



Storage architectures are evolving to reduce 
data movement
• Offload activity to processor 

near storage

• Low complexity of compute 
element near storage
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Processing near-memory and in-memory 
offer approaches to reducing energy
• Large bandwidth/compute ratio

• Energy saved in moving data
• Proximity

• No chip crossing

• Smaller data granularity

• Energy saved in computation
• Domain-specific implementation

• Atomics
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Active Memory Cube
Nair et al, IBM Journal R&D, March/May 2015



New technologies will not be ready for high-end 
applications in time to meet the end of scaling

• Tunnel FET closest (10 years?)
• Ion/Ioff ratio at required Ion not high 

enough for high-performance 
applications

• Carbon nanotube next closest
• Volume production problems

• Other technologies further away
• Different problems, e.g.

• Variability in dipole devices

• Bit error rate not low enough in Spin Logic
• Insufficient resistance change in voltage-

controlled magnetic devices

• Insufficient integration density in spin wave
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Low-end applications are best positioned to 
exploit technology at the end of scaling
• Low power requirement

• Tolerance for imperfection
• Sensors

• Analog circuits

• MEMS

• Modest constraints
• Performance

• Area

• Volume provides better ROI
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A gap is looming in large systems between the end 
of scaling and the adoption of new technologies

• No significantly new technology 
available for large digital 
computers during this gap

• Traditional CMOS technology 
will get commoditized
• Difference in capabilities of 

foundries will reduce at the end 
of scaling
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IEEE Panel, 2014



Traditional computing systems moved data, 
computed on data; they seldom made decisions
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Illustration by Leo Cullum, The New Yorker

Decision MakersComputers

Transaction Processing

Physical Simulation

Media Rendering



Computers increasingly will be called upon to 
make rapid decisions with limited resources
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Scene 
Analysis 

Medical 
Diagnosis

National 
Security

Robotics Advertising Finance



Long-accepted practices in digital computer 
design will need to be revisited

• Revisit
• Focus on performance

• Fixed precision

• Determinism

• Perfect hardware

• Perfect input data

• Even digital computing
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Custom designs form the next big opportunity 

• General purpose has a cost

• Power efficiency could force 
narrowing of desired scope for 
platforms

• FPGAs already more power-
efficient (but slow)
• Substrate is still general-purpose

• Customization of substrate will 
yield further power-efficiency 
and performance
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Large systems will take a leaf out of the 
embedded systems book
• Energy constraints will 

force even large 
systems to be built 
from interconnectable
IP bricks
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https://lazure2.wordpress.com/soc/



Low-end design completions skew heavily 
towards established process nodes
• High-end designs tend to be 

early adopters of technology
• Highly skilled designers

• Long development cycles

• Push on all fronts

• Typically tend to need advances in 
design tools as well as  
programming tools
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http://electronicdesign.com/eda/iot-cost-transistor-extend-lifetimes-established-technology-nodes
and VLSI Research

http://electronicdesign.com/eda/iot-cost-transistor-extend-lifetimes-established-technology-nodes


Mature technologies offer economically 
viable substrates for re-thinking large systems
• Cost

• Yield

• Reliability

• Tools

• Retrofit advanced microarchitecture and 
compilation techniques into mature 
technologies

• Possible approach for negotiating the gap
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http://anysilicon.com/semiconductor-technology-nodes/



Application specific designs can exploit variety 
in technology

• Scaling era: Technology adapted 
to needs of high-end systems
• Drove innovation in technology

• Post-scaling era: Systems must 
adapt to menu of technologies
• Will drive innovation in systems
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Amir Yazdanbakhsh et al, ASPLOS 2014

IBS: Mixed-signal design start forecast



Summary

• End of scaling offers an opportunity to re-think established practices

• The density available, even in current chips, offers a large canvas to 
create energy-efficient, custom compositions

• Work must be done to develop tools for making such compositions 
economically viable

• Effective development platforms will help ease in new technologies as 
they are developed
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